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No Middle Name: The Complete Collected Jack Reacher Short StoriesDelacorte Books, 2017

	NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Get ready for the ultimate Jack Reacher experience: a thrilling new novella and eleven previously published stories, together for the first time in one pulse-pounding collection from Lee Child.

	

	No Middle Name begins with “Too Much Time,” a brand-new work of...
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The Focal Easy Guide to Combustion 4: For New Users and ProfessionalsFocal Press, 2005
"...there isn't anything he has left out in this small but powerful, full-color, 340 page guide -- a remarkable accomplishment in a book with a list price of US $25.00. This book can help motion graphics artists, broadcast designers, 3D animators, web artists, compositors and visual effects artists working for video and film based...
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The Guru Guide to Marketing: A Concise Guide to the Best Ideas from Today's Top MarketersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
How can I differentiate my products from the competition?
      Do customer retention and loyalty programs really work?
      How do I increase a customerÂ’s lifetime value to my company?
      How can I build a strong brand and manage it wisely?
To find the answers to these and scores of other questions, turn to the experts at...
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The Encyclopedia of Serial KillersFacts on File, 2006

	"The Encyclopaedia of Serial Killers, Second Edition" provides accurate information on hundreds of serial murder cases - from early history to the present. Written in a non-sensational manner, this authoritative encyclopaedia debunks many of the myths surrounding this most notorious of criminal activities. New major serial killers...
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Getting Started with Flex 3: An Adobe Developer Library Pocket Guide for Developers (Adobe Developer Library)Adobe Press, 2008
Discover how easy RIA development can be with this one-of-a-kind handbook from the Adobe Developer Library. Several clear, step-by-step mini-tutorials teach you about web services, event handling, designing user interfaces with reusable components, and more. After finishing this guide, you'll be able to build Flash applications ranging from widgets...
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Unified Modeling Language Reference ManualAddison Wesley, 2004
 “If you are a serious user of UML, there is no other book quite  like this one. I have been involved with the UML specification process  for some time, but I still found myself learning things while reading  through this book—especially on the changes and new capabilities that  have come with UML.”
...
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Hacking Exposed: Network Security Secrets & Solutions, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2001
"If there was an Encyclopedia Britannica of computer security, it would be Hacking Exposed, Third Edition." --Marty Roesch, creator of the Snort tool

"A critical step to knowing your enemy is first understanding their tools. Hacking Exposed, Third Edition delivers just that...and more."...
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Capture the Magic: Train Your Eye, Improve Your Photographic CompositionRocky Nook, 2013

	This book uses a structured approach to teach the art of creating interesting, well-composed images. It provides solutions to problems that often get in the way of producing great photographs and emphasizes the importance of training the eye to exclude the extraneous. Examples of strong images are juxtaposed against flawed images,...
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Articulate Studio CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Create training courses with Articulate Studio's strong interactivity and rich content capabilities, all within the familiarity of Microsoft PowerPoint.


	Overview

	
		Complete your courses by creating Flash-ready presentations through familiar PowerPoint
	
		Employ Articulate Engage, Quizmaker...
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MatchUpSimon & Schuster, 2017

	In this incredible follow-up to the New York Times and USA TODAY bestseller FaceOff, twenty-two of the world’s most popular thriller writers come together for an unforgettable anthology.

	

	MatchUp takes the never-before-seen bestseller pairings of FaceOff and adds a delicious new twist:...
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The Grid 2: Blueprint for a New Computing Infrastructure (The Elsevier Series in Grid Computing)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
“This is a source book for the history of the future.

 Vint Cerf, Senior Vice President, Internet Architecture and Engineering, MCI Communications

The grid promises to fundamentally change the way we think about and use computing. This infrastructure will connect multiple regional and national computational...
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The Prodigal Son in English and American Literature: Five Hundred Years of Literary Homecomings (Biblical Refigurations)Oxford University Press, 2019

	The Parable of the Prodigal Son is one of the best-known stories in the Bible. It has captured the imagination of commentators, preachers and writers. Alison M. Jack explores the reconfiguring of the character of the Prodigal Son and his family in literature in English. She considers diverse

	literary periods and genres in which the...
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